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Is the CEF like a ladder with equidistant steps?
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This 1st dimension is used to define 

levels of 

� courses 

� course books & materials 

� tests and qualifications 
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� Conversation;

� Informal discussion (with friends);

� Formal discussion and meetings;

� Goal-oriented co-operation (e.g. repairing a car);

� Transactions to obtain goods & services; 

� Information exchange;

� Interviewing and being interviewed. 

� Understanding a native speaker interlocutor;

Overall spoken interaction 
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Sub scales for listening 

� Overall listening comprehension;

� Understanding conversation between native speakers;

� Listening as a member of a live audience;

� Listening to announcements and instructions; 

� Listening to audio media and recordings.
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7No descriptor available A1

Can understand and extract the essential information from short recorded 

passages dealing with predictable everyday matters which are delivered slowly 
and clearly.

A2

Can understand the main points of radio news bulletins and simpler recorded 

material about familiar subjects delivered relatively slowly and clearly.

Can understand the information content of the majority of recorded or broadcast 
audio material on topics of personal interest delivered in clear standard speech.

B1

Can understand most radio documentaries and most other recorded or broadcast 
audio material delivered in standard dialect and can identify the speaker's mood, 

tone etc. 

Can understand recordings in standard dialect likely to be encountered in social, 
professional or academic life and identify speaker viewpoints and attitudes as 

well as the information content.

B2

Can understand a wide range of recorded and broadcast audio material, 

including some non-standard usage, and identify finer points of detail including 
implicit attitudes and relationships between speakers.

C1

as C1 C2

LISTENING TO AUDIO MEDIA & RECORDINGS
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This 2nd dimension is used to  

� describe communicative activities and
listening strategies for courses &

tests ... 

� and the kind of language you need to
carry out the activities; 

� it is the basis for test specifications in

almost all modern testing systems.
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Can link words or 
groups of words 
with very basic 
linear connectors 
like "and" or 
"then". 

Can ask and 
answer questions 
about personal 
details. Can interact 
in a simple way but 
communication is 
totally dependent 
on repetition, re-
phrasing and repair.

Can manage very 
short, isolated, 
mainly pre-pack-
aged utterances, 
with much paus-
ing to search for 
expressions, …
and to repair 
communication.

Shows only limited 
control of a few 
simple 
grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns 
in a memorised 
repertoire

Has a very basic 
repertoire of 
words and simple 
phrases related to 
personal details 
and particular 
concrete situa-
tions.

A1

Can create 
coherent and 
cohesive 
discourse making 
full and 
appropriate use of 
a variety of 
organisational 
patterns and a 
wide range of 
connectors and 
other  cohesive 
devices.

Can interact with 
ease and skill, 
picking up and 
using non-verbal 
and intonational
cues apparently 
effortlessly. Can 
interweave his/her 
contribution into the 
joint discourse with 
fully natural turn-
taking, referencing, 
allusion making etc. 

Can express him-
/herself sponta-
neously at length 
with a natural 
colloquial flow, 
avoiding or back-
tracking around 
any difficulty so 
smoothly that the 
interlocutor is 
hardly aware of it. 

Maintains consis-
tent grammatical 
control of complex 
language, even 
while attention is 
otherwise engaged 
(e.g. in forward 
planning, in 
monitoring others' 
reactions).

Shows great 
flexibility reformu-
lating ideas in dif-
fering linguistic 
forms to convey 
finer shades of 
meaning precise-
ly, to give empha-
sis, to differen-
tiate and to elimi-
nate ambiguity. 
Also has a good 
command of idio-
matic expressions 
& colloquialisms.

C2

CoherenceInteractionFluencyAccuracyRange
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This 3rd dimension is used to 

� assess production (oral & written)

� (sometimes to analyse the degree of 
difficulty of texts) 
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Part 2: Some problems with the CEF
and why working with it is not easy ... 
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Problem (1): Descriptors

Although the scales and descriptors have been 
tested in 3 languages with hundreds of native and 

non-native language teachers 

(the descriptors had to be allocated to the 
reference levels, IRT / Rasch analysis was used to 

deal with differences between group results), 

a number of observations can be made when 
looking at the scales and descriptors more closely.
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Linguistic quality of descriptors 

 

The "atoms" (= features) in the "molecule" (= descriptor) relate  

to different aspects of language: 

 quantity ("a large repertoire", "a wide range of ..."), 

 quality ("correct / simple / relatively easy"), 

 constraints ("if partner speaks slowly / though ... may 

   hinder / if speaker can ask for explanation / ..."), 

 nature of topics ("familiar / routine / immediate relevance  

   / complex / ...") 

 features of text types or situations ("clearly structured") 

... and do so with no obvious system.
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The Development of Specifications for 

Item Development and Classification 
within the CEF – Reading and Listening

Final Report of The Dutch CEF Construct 
Project 

J Charles Alderson, Neus Figueras, Henk Kuijper, 
Günter Nold, Sauli Takala, Claire Tardieu

July 2004 
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Problems with the CEF:

1. Terminology: Synonyms or not?

2. Gaps: concepts needed are missing; 

3. Inconsistencies: features mentioned on 

one level, but not on another; same 
features are described differently in 
parallel scales;

4. Lack of definitions.
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Problem (2): Is your C1 my C1?

Is a C1 test of English 
in a language School in Portugal 

on the same reference level as 
a C1 one in a school leaving exam 

in Lithuania?
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September 2003 

Language Policy Division, Strasbourg

Relating Language Examinations to the 
Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages: …
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